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In a recent ground-breaking development, The Atlantis Organization has joined forces with the up
and coming New York-based crowdfunding site Sharestates.com as the exclusive national title
insurance and escrow provider.
The Atlantis Organization's extensive vetting process will enhance Sharestates.com's all-inclusive,
user friendly model, making real estate ventures feasible and secure for anyone with a dream of
ownership and as little as one hundred dollars to invest.
"Our dictum has always been to serve the best interests of our clients," said Radni Davoodi,
co-founder of The Atlantis Organization. "Sharestates.com makes the real estate investment
process extremely easy and accessible and we're proud to be acting as guardian, making sure
investments are secure at every level."
The Atlantis Organization has a stellar history of exemplary regulatory compliance and due diligence
process; it is the first New York company in over 15 years to receive a title insurance underwriter's
license from the New York State Department of Financial Services.
For millions of Americans, real estate investment has hitherto been an elusive pipe dream, a reality
attainable only by wealthy individuals and corporations with access to significant capital.
Sharestates.com has shattered the status quo, making well managed, hassle free and low risk real
estate investment opportunities possible for clients across the financial spectrum.
This mutually exciting and beneficial enterprise is a perfect fit for both companies whose common
goals include stellar customer service alongside industry expertise and professionalism; geared
towards promoting and protecting clients' business interests.
Allen Shayanfekr, principal, Sharestates.com describes the impact of the newly formed partnership,
stating, "Investors big and small can now invest in a project with peace of mind, knowing that it is
backed by the solid reputation and due diligence practices of The Atlantis Organization."
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